The effect of lossy eart h on t he far fi eld gain of a nte nn as with finite size m etal ground planes is investigated theoretically. In particu la r, a n approximate express ion is derived for the r at io of fr ee-space antenna gaiu Lo t he gain when the a ntenna is mounted on the eart h. The solution is based on the compell sation t heo rem a nd is d ep endent on the solu tion of a closely r elated p r'oblem by J . R. Wa it.
I. Introduction
The free-space pattern of a n antenna ma,y be co nvenien tly m easured usin g models on an antenna pattern range. The operation of the antenna in t he prese nce of the earth can th en be determined using the free-space pattern and geometrical optics as long as t he antenna is not too close to tbe earth. When the antenna is located at the s urface of the earth, tbere is us ually no simple relationship b etween the fr ee-space pattern and the actual far fi eld radiation from the antenna. However, as shown experim entally by Coe and Curtis [1964] , when a large p erfectly conducting ground plane is used as part of the antenna, the eHect of the earth is to reduce the radiation only at low elevation a ngles. This paper shows a development of a, theoretical expression [or the ratio of the far fi eld of an antenna located at the surface of the earth to t he far fi eld of the same antenna in free space. The antenna co nsidered h ere is a sh ort dipole over a large metal ground plane. However , the previously mention ed exp erimental work indicates that the r esults will b e approximately the same for most other a ntennas on the samc size ground plane.
Theoretical Derivation
The a ntenna co nflgu ra tion co nsidered her e is show n in figur e ]. Antenna B is a short vertical electri c dipole on a metal gr ound plane of radius a in t he x-y plane. Antenna, A is cL short electri c dipole located above the:c axi s at distance Ro from B, and is position ed perpendicular to a line between A and B. Th e two situation s of interest fLrerrrst the presen ce of the earth with the surface coincident with thex-y plane and second the absence of the earLh. By the eompensation theorem [Ylonteath] 1951 ] the difference between the mutual impedfLnces of antennas By the nature of (1) the only components of the fields t hat are needed are those tangential to the x-y plane. Thus assuming a p erfect conducting ground plane the tangential component of both EA and E~ will be zero for p< a. Equation (1) can therefore be written, with 10= 1, as
Equation (2) is exact as written but h as no practical value unless good approximations are available for most of the terms.
If we now assume that the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields at the surface of the earth can be related by a surface impedance (Z), then good approximations to all the primed quantities in (2) may be expressed as presented by Wait [1963] and Wait and Walters [1963] . Thus, after W ait ,
where lA and lB are the effective lengths of antennas A and B respectively, k = 27r/ wavelength, A A ,uo= 47r X 10-7 , w is the angular frequency, p and cp are unit vectors, Z is the surface impedance of the earth , and W'is a special function of Z . For ka» 1 W' is approximated by
where W comes from the known solution of a dipole over conducting ear th [Norton, 1941] and on the ground is expressed as
170= 12071"
and abo ve ground in the far fi eld is given as
The factor (1 + n ) is a correction term tabulated by Wait and Walters [1963] . The results expressed in (6), (7), and (8) are dependent on the previously mentioned impedance boundary condition at the surface or the earth which is equivalent to the approximation that /ZI1)0 /2< < 1.
The r emaining terms to be sp ecified in (2) are the fields from antenna A in the absence of the earth. For these we shall assume that in the region p> a that EAt and FlA t are the same as th e fleld s from antenna A in the absence of antenna B and its metal ground plane and that leE> > 1 (far field ). Even though the limit of integration in (2) is infinite, it is reasonable to assum e that the main contribution to the integral is in the region relatively close to antenna B.
If Ro is sufficiently large, then PiAt can be assumed to be in the -y direction and E A t in the x direction. Thus the fields from antenna A can be written as
At 47rR
Using (3), (4), (5), (9), and (10 ) in (2) and dividing t he latter by Z'AB yields (9) (10)
Again using the assulllpLion that the main contribution to Lh e integral is in the region or antenn a B , we have RoIR "" 1 and le (R -Ro) ",,-lep cos </> cos J/lo. Also using t he integral ;
where J l is the B essel fUll cLion of Lhe first kind of order one, (11 ) becomes
Since we are considering t he case where lea> > 1, ,ve can approxim ate the B esscl function with the first term or its asymptotic expansion for values o r J/lo su ch that lea cos J/lo> > 1. Also approximating the factor C 1+ il~p) by uni ty, and making the change of variable z=..jlep we have finally that where
The ratio of mutual impedance given by (14) is eq ual to the ratio of the far fields of antenna B in free space and on the ground for a constant terminal current. However, for large ground planes the change in impedance for the two situations is small and thus the sq uare of the magnitude of (14 ) is approximately the change in antenna gain where .
Far field pattern intensity gam = . Power input to antenna/47r
Experimental Check
The experimental work of Coe and Curtis [1964] was performed at nucrowave frequencIes where the measured values of relative dielectric constant and loss tangent of the soil were 9 and 0.5 respectively. Thus (Z/1]0)2"", 0.10e i26°. For this particular value of soil impedance, W (z, Z ) may be approximated for lca> 14 by (15) where ~~= -3 .9 6 + i20.5.
The value or ZI was determined by trial and error such that the function would reasonably match WoveI' the range of interest. Data presented graphically by Norton [1941] was used to determine T V. It should be noted that for the cases considered here it is not sufficient to use the large argument asymptotic expansion of the erfc for approximating T 'V. It was hoped that the simplicity of the approximate expression for W would allow the integral in (14) to be expressed in terms of known tabulated functions but the author was unable to do this. The integration was, however, carried out numerically. As an aid to the numerical integration, the path of integration was shifted as shown in figure 2. Along the original path of integration (0 0 ) the integrand is oscillatory and converges only as fast as W. Along 01 the integrand is slowly varying and easily integrated numerically while along O2 the integrand contains an exponential decay function which causes rapid convergence of the integral.
The resulting magnitude of (14) for several yalues of ka is shown in figure 3 . The same ClllTes are compared with experimental data in figure 4. 'rhe measured data shown were taken using two different antennas, a half-waveleng th slot and a slot array. A complete description of the antennas and measurement technique is given in the paper by Coe and Curtis [1964] .
Conclusion
A theoretical expression (14), has been derived for the ratio of free space gain to gain on the earth for a short vertical monopole antenna with a metal ground plane where Ira > > 1. The expression is shown to agree closely with experimental data taken on different vertically polarized antennas at microwave freqnencies. Based on this and the previously presented data by Coe and Curtis [1964] , i t is reasonable to assume that the theoretical expression will hold for all antennas whose height is small compared to the ground plane size.
